Ankita Akerkar
Laser Cutting Fabric
I chose to laser cut fabric for a fringe skirt. I decided to laser cut my own fringe because it gives
you options on different types of fabrics you can use to make fringe that you would normally not
use because of fraying. Laser cutting is also useful if you want consistency in your cuts and
helps you make intricate cut designs in your fabric.
Materials:
Laser Cutter
Fabric (More details on pros and cons in steps)
scrap cardboard (optional)
Instructions:
1. Pick out fabric
When picking out fabric, the type of fabric you select will have a different impact on your
final look. For this tutorial I tried a (A) cotton poly (60% cotton, 40% polyester), a (B)
polyester satin (100% polyester), and (C) t-shirt knit (cotton and spandex).
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A few of the materials that will work on the laser cutter are cotton, polyester, natural
fibers (though wools will smell of burnt hair), nylon, lycra, spandex. Do not put anything
in the laser cutter that will cause toxic fumes (i.e. pleather)
2. Putting fabric in the Laser Cutter
When you set up your laser cutter to cut fabric make sure you cut with the side of the
fabric you will show facing up. Sometimes when cutting, the laser cutter will produce
slight burn marks on the side touching the honeycomb. Place scrap cardboard on the
parts of the honeycomb that are not covered by fabric to protect the honeycomb. Make

sure that your fabric isn’t folding on the laser cutter and you are only cutting one layer.

brown burn marks on fabric
3. Settings on the Laser Cutter
If there is no fabric setting on your laser cutter use the settings for a thin material. I used
strathmore at 0.2mm thickness. I designed my fringe on an illustrator file and then set
the origin to the bottom right corner where I put my materials and exported to a DMX file.
4. Finished
For different types of fabrics there are different concerns. Synthetic fabrics will give you
a more finished look as the edge is slightly melted to seal the edges. However, it will still
catch on to other fabric if it is lightweight enough. Knits will sometimes fall away and
create a little bit of “fabric snow” when shaken. But overall the look should not change
very much.
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